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Sports Report w/c 8th October 2021  

 

Friday 8th October 

U11A&B  Rugby v Terrington Hall  

 

 
 

The U11 Boys travelled across to the Howardian Hills last Friday on a gloriously sunny 

afternoon in, near perfect, conditions for rugby!  

The U11As started a little slowly but steadily grew into their game and, despite conceding a 

few needless tries in the first half, they were able to stop the rot in the second and score 3 

tries of their own.  

The U11Bs also started slowly but Mr Arnold kept drilling in the basics to the team at every 

opportunity and, come the second half, the boys were really starting to show progression in 

the overall play.  

We have to consider that, for many, this is their first taste of rugby, let alone contact rugby 

and it will take time. That said, the overall improvement during the course of the afternoon 

was clear to see and bodes well for the future.  
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Friday 8th October 

U11A&B  Hockey – Bradford GS Festival 

2 teams of U11’s travelled to Bradford Grammar for another week of Hockey festivals. 15 

teams in attendance and the sun shining made for a fun afternoon of mini matches. The 

afternoon was filled with lots of new opportunities such as playing on a half-sized pitch into 

bigger goals and playing an increased number of hockey rules. This challenged the girls to play 

with more width and also be able to get up and down the pitch continuously for all the games. 

Throughout the matches, the girls developed their understanding of the hockey rules and 

began to play more tactically with their positional set up to be able to catch the opposition on 

counteracts. With the girls increasing knowledge and skills in hockey becoming more evident 

during this festival, I look forward to seeing how the girls continue to progress into next terms 

hockey fixtures.  
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Tuesday 12th October 

U9A&B Rugby v St Olaves 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another fantastic effort from our U9s against St Olaves in four matches that saw 2, very well 

matched,  sides. The boys showed just how far they’d come in a short space of time as they 

dodged and weaved their way to many superb tries. In defence they became more dogged and 

determined as the afternoon progressed.  

The matches were played in a fantastic spirit and the juice and biscuit at the end was the icing 

on the cake!  

Well done to all the boys who took part and well done to them all for their commitment to 

practice over the course of the first half term too.  

Mr Simon Scholfield  
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Tuesday 12th October 

U9 A&B Hockey – Gateways Festival (Adel Hockey Club)  

 

 

 

The U9 girls spent the afternoon at Adel Hockey Club participating in a festival that we were 

running as a school. It was a great event managing to get 13 teams together to play mini 

games that the girls are starting to learn from each week.  

Although U9A started off slowly in attack, they grew into the festival with Grace Cotton and 

Rose Fawcett managing to get the ball across the line. Credit must go to Kiran Mankia for 

some fantastic defence to clear the ball away and begin our transition onto attack.  

The U9B girls constantly hit the ball into space which helped them get further down the pitch  

and into scoring positions. Harper Harding and Elsa Ware used their speed well to out run 

oppositions and control the ball to help their team in attack.  

All the girls were a credit to the school and really showed off their hockey skills during this 

festival. After half term, we will work on their hockey skills further which will help us in our 

next festival.  

 

Mr Simon Scholfield and Miss Jade Preston  

 

 

 

 


